Suggested search terms for records on Nazi-era cultural property

A
Aachen
Advance reparation deliveries
Ahnenerbe
Alfred Rosenberg
Allied commission for Austria
Allied expeditionary force
Allied kommandatura berlin
Allied high commission for Germany
Alt aussee
American commission for the protection of artistic and historic monuments in Europe
American council of learned societies
Amsterdam art society
Anglo-Jewish Association
Antiques
Archive
Art

Artist
Art objects
Austria
Axis
Axis Victims League
Assets

B
Beaux arts
Behr, Kurt von
Belgium
Belongings
Berlin
Board of Review
Board of Deputies of British Jews
Bonds
Book
Booty
Boymans museum, Rotterdam
British museum
Brueghel
Buende
Bunjes papers
Business

C
Carpet
Central British Fund for Jewish Relief
Central collecting point
Cézanne
Chagall
Chateau
China
Churchill, Winston
Claim
Claimant
Client
Coins
Collecting point
Commission for the protection and restitution of cultural materials
Company
Concentration camp
Conference of allied ministers of education
Control commission for Germany
Control commission for Austria
Control office for Germany and Austria

Convention for the protection of historic buildings and works of art in time of war
Cooper, Douglas
Cranach
Credit
Cultural objects
Cultural property
Currency
Custodian

D
Damage
Dealer
Debt
Delivery
Denkmalpflege
Depository
Devisenschutzkommando [foreign currency control]
Directorate of civil affairs
Dispossessed
Dispossession
Drawing
Dresden
Duerer

E
Enemy
Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg
Err
European advisory -council
Export

F
Faience
Far eastern commission
Federation of Persecutees of the Nazi Regime
Firm
Fischer, Theodore
Florence
France
Freeze
Fuehrer
Fuehrermuseum
Furniture

G
Gemaeldegalerie
General order
German Restitution Office
Germany
Ghent
Goering, hermann
Goudstikker
Grothe, Walter

H
Haberstock, Karl
Hesse, Philipp Von
Heydt, Edmund von der

I
Import
Inter-allied declaration against acts of dispossession committed in territories under enemy occupation and control [inter-allied declaration against axis looting]
Inter-allied reparations agency
Intergovernmental Study Group on Germany
Italy

J
Japan
Jewellery
Jews
Jewish
Jewish Restitution Successor Organisation
Jewish Trust Corporation

K
Karinhall
Kesselring, Albert
Klee
Kultur
Kunst
Kunsthalle
Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna
Kunstschutz

L
Laender
Land
Leonardo
Liaison officer
Library
Linz
List
Loire
London
Loot
Lord Macmillan
Loss
Louvre

M
Macmillan committee
Mann, James G.
Mannheimer collection
Maps
Market
Masterpieces
Matisse
Memling
Metternich, Franz Wolff
Michelangelo
Miedel, Alois
Mindem
Ministry of supply
Misappropriation
Monet
Monte cassino
Monuments
Monuments, fine arts and archives
Muehlmann, Dr Kajetan
Museum
Mussolini, Benito

N
National gallery
Netherlands
Nsdap

O
Occupied territory
Old masters
Ornaments
Overseas Reconstruction Committee

P
Painting
Paris
Pau
Pétain, Henri
Picasso
Picture
Pinakothek
Poland
Porcelain
Posse, Hans
Possessions
Post-hostilities planning sub-commission
Prague
Prints
Property
Property rights
Provenance

R
Raphael
Reconstruction commission
Reichsbank
Relics
Rembrandt
Renoir
Reparation
Reparations, deliveries and restitution division
Repository
Reproduction
Restitution
Restitution law
Restitution mission
Restoration
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
Ribbentrop, Joachim von
Roberts Commission
Rome

Roosevelt, Franklin D.
Rothschild collection
Royal academy of arts
Rubens

S
Safehaven
Schenker papers
Schloss
Sculpture
Secretary of state for war
Securities
Seizure
Seyss-Inquart, Arthur
Shaef
Silver
Sourches
Spiridon
Ss
Stalin, Joseph
Steering committee
Stocks
Stout, George

T
Tanzenberg Library
Tapestries
Tate gallery
Textile
Theft
Titian
Trade
Trading with the Enemy Department
Transfer
Treasure
Trophies
Tuscany

U
Uffizi
Unidentified property
UK
United Nations
United Restitution Office
Us
USSR
Utikal, Gerhard

V
Valland, Rose
Valuables
Van gogh
Vatican
Vaucher Commission

Vaucher, Paul
Vermeer
Victoria and Albert Museum
Villa
Voss, Hermann

W
Wallace collection
Wallraf-Richartz Museum, Cologne
Ward-perkins, J. B.
War Loss and Damage Register
Warsaw
Washington
Watercolour
Watteau
Wehrmacht
Wildenstein collection
Woolley, Leonard
Works of art
World Jewish Congress

Y
Yugoslavia
Ziegler, Adolf
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